
Sl. No Product IMAGES USP
Common USP for 

all products

1
Ceiling 

System
The only products  which have been certified “GREENPRO by IGBC, CII. 

Various models available as per client requirement

Can be fabricated very fast in any size as per client client requirement.

Iqubx ceiling trap doors are the only one in the country which can be 

supplied in very big sizes upto 8'X4'

A unique stiffening element doesn’t allow large doors to wark/ sag. 

Thus IQUBX trap doors are very stron and durable.

Unique Hinge syatems do not allow shutters to fall accidently and are 

very safe. 

IQUBX ceiling trap doors are the only one which can be fitted in POP 

ceilingA very high demand product all over India for residential, commercial, 

corporate projects. The product has potencial of single order of more 

than crore rupees. 

A very good retail and distribution market

The only products  which have been certified “GREENPRO by IGBC, CII. 

World's only baffle ceiling system which is modular, can be fixed in 

various configuraton, and with changeable finishes. 

It can be hung vertical or at a angle of 45 degree. Elements can be 

combined to form different shapes

All the exposed surfaces can incorporate multiple changeable finishes 

including lacquered glass, cork, laminates, polished vineer, printed vinyl 

etc.

Unique design can even incorporate LED lighting on all the surfaces 

Trendy, unique dsign is already in high demand for use in malls, 

cafeterias, offices, lobbies, residential towers and hotels. 

Good Retail and distribution margin

Potential of huge single orders

2

The only products  which have been certified “GREENPRO by IGBC, CII. 

GP2512 for single 12 mm glass can also be doubled to be used as 

GP2512D for double glass partition

Competitively priced with good margins

The only products  which have been certified “GREENPRO by IGBC, CII. 

Unique modular design with easily removable/ changeable panels for 

easy maintenance and interior design modification

Groove from 0-12 mm possible

Various panel finishes including acustic board/ cork board/ 

prelaminated board/ lacquered glass or boards with various finishes 

can be used. 

Unique post and rail design does not require cleats or brackets for 

assembly. Therefore on site installation time is reduced drastically

Unique design creates a continuous vertical caviy which allows 

electrical conduits and plumbing pipes to be laid/ changed without any 

cutting of the frame and at any point of time during project execution 

or even post construction.

Continuous cavity allows laying of continuous acautic insulation for 

superior acaustics. 

The same systems can be used for paneling or can be doubled to create 

a partition for uniform asthetics.

Competitively priced with good margins
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The products are 

designed with 

minimum number of 

components for 

minimum logistics, 

ease of 

customization and 

product evolution. 

Products are 

modular by design 

to achieve high level 

of custommization 

for client. Most of 

the products can be 

modified locally. 

The products are 

made from 100% 

recycled aluminium 

and follow green 

design principles. 

They are the only 

products in their 

respective 

categories which 

have been certified 

“GREENPRO by 

IGBC, CII. Therefore, 

they are uniquely 

positioned for 

marketing in the fast 

growing green 

building movement. 

Different 

components can be 

used with different 

names. Many 

components can be 

ued in different 

products to achieve 

economy of 

logistics, ease of 

maintenance and 

repair.
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2.3
Paneling 

System
Same as above system

The only products  which have been certified “GREENPRO by IGBC, CII. 

Unique design with good margins. Can be used for wall cladding, 

indoors or outdoors or straight and curved walls, columns and even 

furniture like table legs.

Can be finished in various finishes like anodizing, solid color or wood 

powder coating etc for use in variuos type of projects including 

residential, commmercial, corporate and hospital sectors.

The door design is unique . It can incorporate double glass and has a 

inbuilt handle. It can also be installed with concealed door closure and 

floor machine.

Unique design with good margins

The only products  which have been certified “GREENPRO by IGBC, CII. 

IQUBX aluminium wall skirtng is pre-finished and quick install product. 

This comes pre-finished in standard powder coating or anodized 

finishes. It can also be finished in customized powder coating finishes 

like wood textures and other plain colours as well.

Its unique design allows it to lock / snap-fit on its own profile when 

used inverted. It gives the unique advantage that the waste pieces can 

be used as mounting cleat by screwing them on wall and the skirting 

board can be mounted by single action.

IQUBX SK031 is distinct from other available aluminium Wall skirting

designs and chair rails as it doesn’t require screws or adhesive to be

fixed

Can be used at dado height as chair rail or dado rail, single or double

runs, matching the skirting board design and finish

3

The only products  which have been certified “GREENPRO by IGBC, CII. 

IQUBX Modular Floor Junction Box can be fabricated on site or modified 

to any size and have high load bearing capacity. Best advantage is that 

the lid can take any floor finish, thus giving a seamless floor.

They are highly adjustable and can be perfectly aligned with the floor 

finish. 

IQUBX Junction Box is made of non corrosive aluminium which doesn’t 

rust inside the floor thus protecting the cable.

The lid cover does not come loose thus no entry of dust, mites, rodents 

and hence no tripping and accidents

This gives an accurate finish, low carbon footprint, almost nil wastage, 

with high possibility of recyclability and reusability. 

The only products  which have been certified “GREENPRO by IGBC, CII. 

Modular flexibility: Not only any number and any type of sockets / ports

can be accommodated, they can be modified / changed later

This makes it highly modular and flexible and for multipurpose use in 

floor as well as as fliptop box in conference table or work stations as 

well.

 It is a unique concept where the floor box is created out of modular 

bays, which can be of any length as per requirement. 

3.1
Floor 

Junction Box

Electrical & Network Floor Trunking Systemm

2.4

Curved 

Profile Wall 

paneling 

system

2.6
Skirting and 

Chair Rail

Door and 

Door Frame
2.5

Electrical 

Floor Box 

Outlet

3.2



The only products  which have been certified “GREENPRO by IGBC, CII. 

These are professionally designed systems to suit contemporary 

interiors green certified products and can be used                                              

a. Under floor                                                                                                                      

b. On floor                                                                                                                             

c. On walls

No Screws - Snapfit assemmbly of cover is fast, lighter unit weight is 

easier to handle, saving on labour. 

Extruded profiles fins can take heavy load and does not allow lid to 

snag. The extruded profile has grooves on all sides, allowing a strong 

grip to sub base material and avoiding cracks in the floor.

Can be laid exposed on floors in office and commmercial interiors with 

excellemt finish and load bearing capacities

This is an ideal solution for carrying cables across an existing interior 

too without extensive renovation. 

4
This modular aluminium open rack system are completely flexible in 

configuration, have strong connectors, 100% aluminium and minimum 

number of commponents for better logistics. 

Needle wire manager is also readily available with or seperately

These cabinates are made from completely modular alumminium 

components and the greatest advantage is that they can be modified 

later fpr modified use or modified for completely different use. 

They are completely flexible in configuration, have strong connectors. 

Being made of Non- Magnetic aluminium, they are ideal for as server 

racks

4.3
Electrical 

Panels
Same as above system

5
WS28 workstation Airline partition system is remarkable for its 

simmplicity. With minimum components, and just 28mm wide 

partitions can be made for screens, table top partitions and aprons and 

desking systems. 

It can be interlocked in continuity, and 90 degree to form straight, L 

shaped and T shaped configurations. 

It can incorporate top mounted LED lights in any lenghts

Very Sleak and surdy with minimmum components for better logistics 

and provision for internal wiring. 

The workstation partition can be converted to a full height partition any 

time. 

It can incorporate soft board, prelam panels or lacquered glass and also 

top Mounted LED Lights

WLST50 is a traingular extrusion which can form frames of any size for 

leg support in desking systems, table etc.

This is a highly flexible enough to adapt to various designs and finishes. 

Very cost effective and can be modified on site. 

This is made of high quality 100% recycled  aluminium. It is 

maintenance free and long lasting. 

CTD/CDR 

Cabinets
4.1

Server Racks4.2

Modular 

Workstation 

Partition 

System 

WS28 

AIRLINE 

Partition 

System

Aluminium 

Modular 

Workstation 

Legs System - 

WSLT50

5.3

Open Frame Desk System

Modular Office Furniture

Modular 

Workstation 

Partition 

System 

WS54 

JETLINE 

Partition 

System

5.1

5.2

3.3
Floor 

Raceways



WSL01 series of legs is a 2 component leg which can be made into taper 

shape as per requirement

Very Strong and durable Leg. These are also height adjustable.

Built in flexibility of customization as per client requirements. . 

Available in any size including width and length which is a unique 

feature. 

Fail Proof continouus aluminium Hinge and high quality silicon rubber 

wire manager 

Can incorporate table top finish in the lid 

Contemporary unique design made of IQUBX modular partition, 

modular leg system and flip top box. 

This workstation can incorporate LED lights 

Very strong and versatile product. Various sizes can be made as per 

clients requirement

Innovative, flexible design technique to give any size in variuos shapes- 

square, rectangle, linear, grid.

Can be fixed on grid ceiling, gypsum ceilings, slab soffits or can be hung 

with chains individually or in grids

Double LED lighting strip option for double life - second strip can be 

activated by just a flip of switch

Heavy duty driver with wire fuse protection 

Just 9 mm visible flange for minimalistic look

5.5 Flip Top Box

6

Aluminium 

Modular 

Workstation

5.6

Aluminium 

Modular 

Workstation 

Legs System -

WLS01

5.4

Lighting


